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The APS Vietnam Alpha Fund (the “Fund”) rose +12.65% (gross) in 4Q 2017, underperforming the VNIndex by -9.80 

percentage points.  

 

The major contributors were Vietnam Airport Corporation (+57.2%), Vinamilk (+40.8%) and Vietcombank (+44.4%). 

Meanwhile, Dong A Plastics, Kinh Bac City Development and Hoang Anh Gia Lai Agrico were the major detractors, with 

declines of -23.5%, -8.2% and -1.4% respectively. 

 

Vietnam Airport Corporation (ACV VN), a monopoly operator of 22 airports in Vietnam, reported revenue and operating 

profit growth of +16.7% and +34% YoY respectively for 9M2017. This data excluded the impact from divestments and 

non-recurring items during the period under comparison. The robust revenue and profit growth came from strong passenger, 
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Sources: APS, Bloomberg and Wilshire  

 

 

TOP FIVE LARGEST HOLDINGS                 MARKET CAPITALIZATION                 

PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW 

The net returns are net of all fees and charges 

Benchmark: 8% Hurdle Rate 

The fund returns are calculated based on single pricing 

* Annualized returns are the average annual compounded returns  

^ Single pricing basis where the performance data takes into account 

subscription fee and realization fee. 

Inception Date: 1 September, 2011 

 

 

 

Fund returns are cumulative and are net of management and 

performance fees 

APS Asset Management is a Singapore headquartered fund manager with research offices in China and Japan as well as a client servicing 

office in New York. The firm was founded in 1995 by its CIO, Wong Kok Hoi. The Fund seeks to achieve substantial capital appreciation 

on a medium to long-term basis through investment in shares of companies listed in Vietnam. It will also invest in financial derivative 

instruments and convertible bonds which give exposure to such shares and hold up to 10% of its aggregate net assets in unlisted securities 

based in Vietnam. 
 
 
 

PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS (AS % OF AUM) 

INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE & NOTABLE DEVELOPMENTS 

Airports Vietnam  10.0 

Van Phu Invest 7.9 

Vietnam Dairy Products  5.3 

Kinhbac City Development 4.4 

Cmc Joint Stock Company 4.4 

  

 

>USD 5 bil 7.8 

USD 2 bil – USD 5 bil 6.7 

USD 1 bil – USD 2 bil 1.7 

USD 500 mn – USD 1 bil 5.4 

<USD 500 mn 61.8 

Cash 16.6 
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Period 
Fund (%)^ 

    Gross      Net 

Benchmark 

 (%) 

Excess (%) 

   Gross        Net 

December 2017 2.61 2.23 0.64 1.96 1.59 

4Q 2017 12.65 10.76 1.94 10.70 8.82 

2017 34.39 28.39 8.00 26.38 20.39 

Annualized Returns* 

1 Year 34.39 28.39 8.00 26.38 20.39 

3 Year 20.08 16.73 8.00 12.08 8.73 

5 Year 23.31 19.07 8.00 15.31 11.07 

Since Inception 20.72 17.03 8.00 12.72 9.03 
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flight, and cargo traffic growth of +13%, +30%, and +10% YoY respectively. The post-equitisation cost rationalization also 

added to profit growth. The SG&A expenses declined from 11.9% of revenue in 9M2016 to 8.3% in 9M2017. We believe 

that the company will continue to deliver double-digit profit CAGR in the next 3 years. This will likely be supported by 

prospects of strong air-traffic growth, the impact of higher service charges which came into effect on 1st October 2017, and 

continuing cost rationalization. The share price rallied +57.2% in 4Q2017, and we took profit on part of our position to 

control risk. The price then corrected and the stock is currently trading at 19.0x FY2018E EV/EBITDA, and 17.4x cash-

adjusted EV/EBITDA, which is a bit higher than the median multiple of 15x among regional peers. We expect the stock to 

rerate further in 2018 as the government will divest a 20% stake, increasing the free float to 24.6%. In addition, the stock 

will be listed on the Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange and added to the VNIndex as a large cap stock with a weighting of 

approximately 7%. 

 

Vinamilk’s stock has rerated after Jardine Cycle & Carriage (JC&C) bought a 5.53% stake at VND186,000 per share from 

State Capital Investment Corporation (SCIC). JC&C then went on to increase its stake to 10.03% at VND196,000 per share. 

JC&C’s move came as a surprise to F&N Dairy Investments (F&N), which owned 18.7% of Vinamilk but did not increase 

its stake when the stock traded in the region of VND150,000 per share. The latter then registered to increase its stake to 

20.2% when the stock was trading around VND200,000 per share. SCIC currently holds 36% of Vinamilk and will reduce 

its stake further in 2018. We think that JC&C and F&N will compete for this block of shares so as to build a meaningful 

stake in Vinamilk. The stock is currently trading at 26.1x FY2018E P/E and has an ROE of 43%. The tussle between JC&C 

and F&N would likely help maintain very strong support at VND200,000 per share. 

 

Vietcombank (VCB VN) reported robust earnings growth of 30.9% YoY in 3Q2017, supported by robust loan growth of 

19.7%, non-interest income growth of 18.5%, and a lower credit cost of 1.1% compared to 1.4% in 3Q2016. The bank will 

also likely report non-recurring earnings from divestments of its non-core investments in other commercial banks. The 

stock is currently trading at a demanding 24.1x FY2018E P/E and P/B of 4.4x, prompting us to review our investment thesis 

for this stock. 

 

Dong A Plastics (DAG VN) is the largest producer of uPVC profiles (22% market share), mica panels (35% market share), 

and aluminum panels (15% market share) in Vietnam. While uPVC profiles are mainly used to produce smart doors and 

windows, mica and aluminum panels are used in advertisement boards. uPVC profile products contributed 36% and 43.5% 

of the company’s revenue and gross profit respectively in FY2016. The company doubled its uPVC profile production 

capacity to 50,000 metric tons per year at the end of 2016. We expect that stronger revenue growth from the new capacity 

and cost savings from modern machinery will result in robust profit growth in 2017-2019. The company reported robust 

revenue and profit growth of +41.5% and +44.6% respectively in 3Q2017. However, the share price declined -23.5% in 

4Q2017 on heavy selling pressure from a foreign investor. We find that the company’s business fundamentals remain intact. 

In December, Japan South East Asia Growth Fund and Shide Vietnam Ltd. converted convertible bonds totalling VND53.5 

billion into a 10.8% equity stake at a premium of almost 20% to the prevailing market price. Meanwhile, the company’s 

management also cancelled its private placement plan and switched to bank loans instead to finance capacity expansion, 

reconfirming their confidence in business prospects. The stock is currently trading at a compelling 5.1x FY2018E P/E. 

 

Hoang Anh Gia Lai Agrico (“HAGL Agrico”) specializes in industrial trees and fruit orchards in Vietnam, Laos and 

Cambodia. The company could become the largest turnaround story in Vietnam in recent years. It suffered from severe 

financial distress during the 2011-2016 period after making wrong investment and financing decisions that almost sunk the 

firm. The company borrowed heavily to invest in 38,000 hectares of rubber trees and 28,000 hectares of oil palms in the 

2007-2013 period, when industry cycles peaked. Weak operating cash flows coupled with a highly-geared balance sheet 

almost bankrupted the company.  Since the middle of 2016, the management has managed to restructure its balance sheet 

via a debt-to-equity conversion and the rescheduling of loan repayments. As a result, the debt-to-equity ratio declined from 

2x to 1.4x as at the end of September 2017. More importantly, most of its debt holders have agreed to defer payments of 

loan principals until 2019 and 2021. At the same time, the company has invested in fruit orchards which offer much shorter 

cash cycles compared to trees grown for industrial uses. Heeding recommendations from large fruit distributors in China, 

the company has planted 19,000 hectares of tropical fruits, of which bananas (2,800 ha), dragon fruits (3,000 ha), passion 

fruits (1,500 ha) and chilies (1,000 ha) will generate substantial cash flows in 2018. Early harvests in FY2017 showed 

promising results in terms of production yields, fruit quality, and relationships with large Chinese distributors. Compared 

to domestic and regional competitors, the company’s competitiveness comes from its economies of scale, lower costs of 

logistics into China, cheaper land costs, and competitive labor costs. The price risk is alleviated as the company can harvest 
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fruits during China’s winter season, while weather risk is mitigated by its fruit orchards being scattered across Vietnam, 

Laos, and Cambodia in areas shielded from severe tropical storms like typhoons. We have tracked the performance of the 

fruit business for the past 18 months and decided to initiate a portfolio position. The share price has fluctuated in a narrow 

10% range as many investors are skeptical of its fruit business, and also due to a high level of stock margin lending. 

 

Kinh Bac City Development’s share price corrected -8.2% in 4Q2017 as the company delayed the recognition of revenues 

from an 88-ha land lease contract with JA Solar and from residential land in Phuc Ninh. The company delayed revenue 

recognition further in 4Q2017. We are following up with their management in a review of our investment thesis. 

 

Strategy and continued research 

 

Our portfolio strategy and research focus remain unchanged. 

 

Source: APS 
 

 

Recent New Positions 

 

We initiated a position in Van Phu Investment (VPI VN), an experienced, medium-sized residential property developer. 

The company is entitled to 633 hectares of residential land in high-growth areas in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City. VPI 

acquires land mainly via Build-and-Transfer (BT) projects, in which the company builds infrastructure such as roads and 

college buildings in exchange for residential land from the government. The Vietnam government recently reviewed BT 

policies to improve the transparency of the bidding process, following recent public complaints over Build-Operate-

Transfer (BOT) projects. Consequently, VPI was among the few companies which have acquired land under BT policies 

at bargain prices. We expect the company’s cash conversion cycle to be much shorter than normal property developers. 

This is because the government allows VPI to receive residential land on a percentage-of-completion basis, instead of upon 

full completion like most BT projects. In addition, instead of developing all the residential projects by itself, the company 

will sell parcels of residential land to other developers and recycle the proceeds into building BT projects. VPI’s balance 

sheet is currently lowly-geared with a net debt-to-equity ratio of 0.3x. The company also does not plan to raise additional 

equity capital in the next 3 years. The stock is currently trading at 3.14x P/B, but this multiple will decline quickly as profits 

from project sales kick in. 

 

Power Construction Company No 1 (PC1 VN) is a leading builder of power transmission lines and substations in 

Vietnam, with 50 years of experience and 40% market share. The company also captures around 40% of the domestic 

electrical steel tower production sector. PC1 will also own and operate six hydroelectric power projects with total capacity 

of 162 MW by 1Q2019. In 2013-2016, the company’s revenue and net profit grew at a CAGR of +14.1% and +28.8% to 

USD132.5 million and USD13.4 mn respectively in 2016. The revenue from the construction of transmission lines, 

manufacture of electrical towers, and real estate development accounted for 60.3%, 17.2% and 15.7% of total revenue 

respectively in FY2016. For 9M2017, total revenue increased only +9.6%, while EBIT declined -14.4% as revenue and 

gross profit from the manufacturing segment declined -34% and -64% respectively. This was due to a slowdown in capital 

expenditure by their main client, Vietnam Electricity Corporation (EVN). We expect the company will resume posting 

double-digit profit growth during the 2018-2020 period as fixed asset investments by EVN will likely accelerate, and as 

profits from hydroelectric power plants kick in. The stock is currently trading at a compelling 9.5x FY2018E P/E with an 

ROIC of 20%. 

 

Recent Exits 

 

Vinaconex (VCG VN) is a state-owned construction and real estate conglomerate in Vietnam. In early 2017, the 

company planned to divest its non-core subsidiaries so as to focus on its construction and real-estate businesses. We 

expected the divestments would enable the company to monetize some of its valuable assets such as a fresh water 

processing plant and undervalued equity stakes in real estate subsidiaries. The stock has rerated in tandem with the 

divestments. We took profit from the position as the investment thesis has been fully played out. 

PORTFOLIO ACTIVITY 
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We sold Keppel Telecom & Transport, Engtex Group, and Acset Indonusa as we saw limited upside from these 

stocks. We recycled the proceeds into better opportunities in Vietnam. 

BERJAYA FOOD BHD -  CW17  
 

 

RETURNS AVE MTHLY ANNUALIZED  PORTFOLIO ANALYTICS FUND INDEX 

Since Inception 1.58% 20.72%  Total Return 229.59% 112.59% 

Last 60 mths 1.76% 23.31%  Annualized Return 20.72% 12.65% 

Last 36 mths 1.54% 20.08%  Annualized Volatility 12.38% 18.53% 

Last 12 mths 2.49% 34.39%  Annualized Sharpe Ratio* 1.26 0.51 

    Annualized Sortino Ratio* 2.21 0.68 

RISK AVE MTHLY ANNUALIZED  Annualized Alpha  13.44% - 

Since Inception 3.58% 12.38%  Beta  51.7% - 

Last 60 mths 3.70% 12.82%  Correlation  77% - 

Last 36 mths 3.69% 12.78%  Positive Months 57 46 

Last 12 mths 3.49% 12.10%  Negative Months 19 30 

    Maximum Drawdown -15.85% -20.19% 

RELATIVE RATIOS INDEX   Best Month 11.52% 15.97% 

Information Ratio 0.51   Worst Month -10.43% -11.75% 

Up Capture 52%      

Down Capture 31%      

  

RETURN AND RISK ANALYSIS 

Notes: 

Index: Vietnam Ho Chi Minh Stock Index 

Inception date: September 2011 

Fund performance is expressed in USD and is gross of management and performance fees 

All risk statistics are calculated from inception to December 2017 unless otherwise specified 

* Assuming the Vietnam Discount Rate as the risk-free rate (with a floor of 0.00%) 
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Investment Manager Fund Details 

Company  APS Asset Management Pte Ltd Domicile Ireland 

Lead Portfolio Manager Dao Phuc Tuong Structure Open ended 

    

Inception Date September 1, 2011 Minimum Initial Subscription Class A: US$100,000 

Fund AUM USD 46.37 mn Class B: US$1,000 

Fund Base Currency USD Class C: €1,000 

   Class D: SGD1,000 

NAV Price as of December 31st, 2017   

Class A:   USD 269.13 Subscription Fee Up to 5% 

Class B:   USD 294.60 Redemption Fee Up to 3% 

Class D:   SGD 102.52   

 Management Fee Class A: 1.25% 

ISIN Codes  Class B, C & D: 1.8% 

Class A: IE00B3ZB4W89   

Class B: IE00B459ZB51 Performance Fee Class A: 20% 

Class C: IE00B45LCZ40  Class B, C & D: 0% 

Class D: IE00BF18QT84   

 Benchmark 8% Hurdle Rate 

Client Services Contact Information   

New York: (1) 646-693-8530 Legal Advisers A&L Goodbody 

Singapore: (65) 6333-8600   

E-mail:      cs@aps.com.sg Auditor Deloitte & Touche 

    

  Administrator Northern Trust International Fund 

Administration (Ireland) Ltd. 

 

Composite reports which have been prepared in compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS) are available 

upon request. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: This publication is strictly for information and general circulation only and does not have regard to the 

specific objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any specific person. It is not, and should not be construed as, an offer, 

invitation to offer, solicitation, recommendation or commitment to enter into any dealing in securities and form of transaction. Nothing 

contained herein constitutes investment advice and should not be relied upon as such. APS is not carrying out any financial advisory 

services and not acting as any investor’s and potential investor’s financial adviser or in any fiduciary capacity in respect of any proposed 

or potential investment. Investors and potential advisers should seek independent advice from a financial advisor regarding the suitability 

of the Fund and securities mentioned before making any investment. In the event that the investor or potential investor chooses not to 

do so, he should consider carefully whether the Fund and securities are suitable for him in his financial circumstances. Past 

performance of the Fund, securities and the Investment Manager and any forecasts made or opinions expressed on the economy, 

stock market or economic trends of the markets are definitely not indicative of future or likely performance or any guarantee 

of returns. APS accepts no liability and responsibility, whatsoever, for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of or 

reliance on this publication. Investments in units in the Fund (“Units”) are subject to high degree of risks, including possible loss of 

entire principal amount invested. Investors and potential investors should carefully evaluate their financial circumstances, ability and 

willingness to take such risks. The value of the Units and the income accruing to the Units, if any, may fall or rise. Investments in the 

Units are not deposits or other obligations of or guaranteed or insured by APS. While APS believes the information for the publication, 

which is based on certain assumptions, conditions and facts available, to be reliable, this publication is provided on an “as is” and “as 

available” basis and subject to change, of whatsoever form and nature, at any time without notice. APS has not independently verified 

and does not make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy, adequacy, completeness, reasonableness or truth of the information. 

Investors and potential investors must read the Prospectus, which may be obtained from APS or any of its appointed distributors, to 

fully understand the investment objectives, all the terms, conditions and risks before deciding whether to subscribe for Units. Investors 

may only redeem Units in the manner set out in the Prospectus. Distribution of this publication to any person other than the recipient 

and its adviser(s) is unauthorized and any reproduction of the publication, in whole or in part, or the disclosure of any of the contents, 

in each such instance is strictly prohibited.  

 

FUND INFORMATION 

Registration No.: 1980-00835-G 

 


